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nearmap Ltd (NEA.ASX)
Large US enterprises continue driving sales and opportunity
Event:

Small and medium enterprises still targeted. While Mr Quigley is now focused
on large customer opportunities, NEA still has in place key sales and marketing
staff which it has already invested in that are targeting small and medium
enterprises. These are also an important plank in contributing to US subscription
revenue growth.

Earnings and Valuation:
·

We have made no changes to our earnings forecast and valuations, which
already account for continuing strong US revenue growth.

Recommendation:
·

·

We make no change to our Buy recommendation and retain our 12-month
price target of $1.59/share. Yesterday’s announcement bolsters our
confidence in NEA’s product, in its strong growth prospects, and importantly in
its execution in marketing and sales.
Catalysts for the share price include improving net free cash flow; official

launch and material sales of obliques and 3D products; continued US and
Australia sales growth; and tapering of growth in capture and marketing
costs.
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Apr 18

·

Jan 18

Diverse geographies now facilitate global subscriptions. With images captured
now in three countries – Australia, New Zealand, and the USA - NEA will target
large US enterprise customers such as multinationals for example, that may have
operations or interest in accessing images that span these diverse geographies.
This will be another focus for Mr Quigley. Ultimately in the long term, we expect
NEA can enter other geographic markets especially once it is well established in
scale in the US.

Feb 18

·

Dec 17

Senior management focus on large enterprise and partners. To better
capitalise on and accelerate growth in the large enterprise US segment, NEA
appointed Mr Patrick Quigley to new role of Executive Vice President and
General Manager – International and Partners. This will enable Mr Quigley to
focus more on landing major US enterprise customers, as well as partners

Nov 17

·

Oct 17

The company commented that growth was primarily driven by large enterprise
customers. This echoed the performance of the 1HFY18a, whereby 77% of
subscriptions in US were >US$15k p.a, or large enterprise customers. This
proportion is significantly larger than that the company has historically
experienced in Australia.

Sep 17

·

Jul 17

NEA yesterday reported that ACV in the US at 31st March exceeded US$10M,
in-line with our estimate of US$10.2M. This represented >18% ACV growth on
the prior quarter-end ACV of US$8.5M, and >144% YoY growth, emphasising the
significant inroads NEA is making in the US aerial imagery capture market. The
company also reaffirmed its previous earnings guidance for FY18e that was
provided at the interim result.

Aug 17

·

Jun 17
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Apr 17

Company update; March quarter US ACV.

May 17

·
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